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Abstract 

This article presents a research project on mobility management in Danish 

municipalities aimed at creating more sustainable mobilities. The project, called 

Formula M (2011-2014), worked within sciences, public and private sectors, and civil 

society. Often contemporary projects in both planning and designing sustainable 

mobilities fall short when it comes to changing praxis to limit CO2 emissions, where 

they just concentrate on technocratic elements. They often neglect the ‘why’ and ‘for 

what’ which is needed in order to drive such change. In the Formula M project, focus 

has been on supporting the planners involved in the project on their ‘why’ and ‘for 

what’. Based on a theoretical understanding of relational and collaborative planning 

the article contributes to an understanding of which approaches and methods can be 

used to facilitate the relationships and dialogues between many actors. 

Methodologically, this has been sought through a specific focus on the role of utopias as 

a tool for storytelling. 

 

Keywords 
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Introduction 

The ideal of flow and ‘zero friction’ (Hajer 1999) still remains a strong criterion when it 

comes to planning the mobilities of today’s cities. Simultaneously, the pressure on cities 

for reducing CO2 emissions is growing. For many projects the way out of this dilemma 

often results in an overall goal to initiate a change of praxis in users. But when the 

intersecting relations between society and transport – and how this (re)produces praxis – 

is inadequate, it is difficult to see how reduced CO2 emissions can be obtained (Urry 

2007; Timms, Tight, and Watling 2014). The formidable role of the car as a provider of 

freedom and flexibility, perpetuated over the last 100 years, is not easily changed 

(Sheller 2004; Conley and McLaren 2009; Urry 2004; Freudendal-Pedersen 2009). 

Asking people to use modes of transport other than the car is basically asking them to 

change the ‘system’ of their everyday lives. Thus, reducing CO2 emissions through less 

car use is, for many planners, both an uphill struggle and a narrative difficult to engage 

with.  
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“Therefore it seems plausible for many urban actors to strive for rather more efficient 
technologies and mobility systems than to consider the sustainability of social 
relations, cohesion, integration and connectivity as major goals of mobility policies” 
(Timms, Tight, and Watling 2014, 79). 

 

The Formula M project is a good example of a project caught in this dilemma. This 

article tells the story of how actively using utopias while working with municipal 

planners opened doors for critical thinking about sustainable mobilities futures. The 

empirical outset is a Danish mobility-planning project, Formula M, which had the aim 

to develop sustainable approaches towards everyday mobilities. Through an interactive 

research methodology (Johannisson, Gunnarsson, and Stjerneberg 2008; Flyvbjerg, 

Landman, and Schram 2012; Svensson, Ellström, and Brulin 2007), utopias were 

created to work as a guiding light and process throughout the project.  

 

Scientific approaches to develop practice-oriented research in issues regarding 

sustainability are a growing field, engaging a still greater number of scientific 

disciplines (Lang et al. 2012; Becker and Jahn 1999; Nowotny, Scott, and Gibbons 

2001). The Formula M project focussed on trying to establish social change around the 

fussy, and highly diverse, concept of sustainability (Swyngedouw 2010), from an outset 

in the ‘mobilities turn’ which has put mobilities at the centre, in attempts to understand 

society within the last decade (Urry 2007; Hannam, Sheller, and Urry 2006; Cresswell 

2006; Freudendal-Pedersen, Hannam, and Kesselring 2016). The methodology of the 

Formula M project was inspired by the critical utopian action research approach (Jungk 

and Müllert 1987; Aagaard Nielsen and Svensson 2006). Historically, utopian thinking 

played a significant role in city planning. An important analytical and reflexive trait of 

working with utopias is that it entails a critique of what is already extant, and of what 

we wish to avoid in the future (Pinder 2005; Harvey 2000; O. B. Jensen and 

Freudendal-Pedersen 2012). By thinking through new futures, awareness is put on what, 

in the present, needs to be changed (Dreborg 1996). 

 

The article commences by outlining the theoretical outset for working within the 

Formula M project. The mobilities turn, and the work with utopias, have significant 

impact for the way the project’s planner developed storylines to support the introduction 
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of mobility management projects in their municipalities. Subsequently, the Formula M 

project, and its empirical setting in Danish transport policies, are briefly discussed. 

Methodologically the work is inspired by critical action research where an active use of 

utopias and the creation of learning spaces have played a significant role. This has been 

pursued through a sequence of events with the planners in the Formula M project. In 

conclusion the paper touches upon the importance of actively using utopias and free 

spaces in the planning of cities and their mobilities. 

 

 

Theoretical outset for research  

Since the middle of the 1990s, the concept of mobility management has been advancing 

across several European countries with varying degrees of political awareness and 

institutionalisation (Portal 2012). The mobility management approach works with the 

social 'software' of infrastructures – the way organizations and people use technologies 

in order to get the most out of the 'hardware' offered by infrastructures and technologies 

(Möser and Bamberg 2008). Overall, the aim is to reduce the need for transport, thus 

influencing the choice of mobility towards less energy consuming modes and improving 

the use of existing infrastructure capabilities (Banister 2008; Graham-Rowe et al. 2011). 

The core idea is to influence travel choices of individuals through measures that address 

awareness, interests and rationalities of travellers (MAX Research Project 2008). This is 

done through local tailoring of several policy and planning mechanisms implemented in 

collaboration between local authorities, traffic companies and local organizations 

(Enoch 2012). The use of Mobility Management tools can be paraphrased in the 

following way: avoid (fewer trips by car), improve (more ecologically sustainable use of 

cars), and replace (use other modes of transport like cycling, walking and public 

transport). 

 

Of course avoiding, improving and replacing are easier said than done. The mobilities 

perspective holds insights into the role of movement in everyday life and its 

significance for individuals and societies. The term mobilities stems from the emerging 

field of interdisciplinary mobilities research (Urry 2000; Canzler, Kaufmann, and 

Kesselring 2008; Hannam, Sheller, and Urry 2006; Sheller 2014; Adey et al. 2013; 
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Freudendal-Pedersen, Hannam, and Kesselring 2016). It encompasses the large-scale 

and the local processes of daily movements of people, goods, capital, and information. 

Over the last decade, the mobilities paradigm has generated enthusiasm across different 

fields and informed studies in a wide range of topics (Adey et al. 2013). The mobilities 

focus was initiated by John Urry in the book ‘Sociology Beyond Societies’ from 2001 

where he elaborated on:  
 

“(…) some of the material transformations that are remaking the ‘social’, especially 
those diverse mobilities that, through multiple senses, imaginative travel, movements 
of images and information, virtuality and physical movement, are materially 
reconstructing the ‘social as society’ into the ‘social as mobility’”(Urry 2000, 2). 

 

Diverse modes of transport, and their influence on people’s lives, can’t be detached 

from ICT technologies and the meaning and significance this has to people’s lives, and 

to society, as a whole. Mobilities are a highly ambivalent phenomenon when, 

throughout history, they have brought about positive economic and social corollary, 

such as wealth, freedom, flexibility and exchange. However, this simultaneously brings 

about increased inequality, environmental issues, acceleration and volatility 

(Freudendal-Pedersen 2009; Cresswell and Merriman 2011; Pooley, Turnbull, and 

Adams 2006; Birtchnell and Caletrío 2013). Historically mobility have contained the 

idea and promise of frictionless speed (Urry 2007; O. B. Jensen and Freudendal-

Pedersen 2012), as that which would lead to better and happier lives. Instead the 

unintended consequences of the realization of the vision of ‘seamless mobility’ and a 

‘zero-friction society’ manifested as congestion, noise, and environmental problems. 

These unintended consequences of mobilities play a role within everyday mobilities. In 

a complex and time pressured everyday life so much knowledge needs to be integrated 

when making decisions (Beck 1992; Giddens 1991; Freudendal-Pedersen 2009). 

Making everyday life choices is characterized by an eternal balance between what is 

considered ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ (Sayer 2005; Sayer 2011). Individuals need to decide how 

to navigate everyday life in the best possible way, creating a better life for themselves 

and their families. Thus the mobilities perspective also includes the social aspects of 

movement (or non movement). 

 

The mobility management approach can be used as a way to identify potential gaps in 
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modern transport planning where mobilities, and thus the social aspects of transport, 

could be implemented (Sheller and Urry 2006; Urry 2007; Urry 2000; Cresswell 2006). 

The problem with viewing transport as a technical, physical matter, is that it overlooks 

the immense significance transport has for the city and its inhabitants in their daily life. 

The interconnection between mobilities and the city has a long tradition in Denmark 

within city planning and architecture (Gehl 1966; Gehl 2010). This approach is crucial 

when aiming at changing transport behaviour in everyday life. Habits, routines, ambiva-

lences and irrational arguments have a great impact on the individuals’ daily transport 

choices (Freudendal-Pedersen 2009; Hartmann-Petersen 2009; Freudendal-Pedersen 

2015a) and that challenges the traditional transport planning systems. The mobility 

management approach potentially includes developing new understandings of mobility 

that may lead to more sustainable mobility patterns in everyday life, not only from an 

individual point of view but also by creating co-dependent initiatives that encourage 

companies, organisations, municipalities and others to integrate mobility matters in their 

social, environmental and economic strategies and plans.  

Breaking away from path dependencies is a challenging task. One tool to open up new 

thinking can be working with utopias. Utopian thoughts related to the organization of 

cities and their mobilities can work as a window into a broader perspective, where im-

aginations of the future city can evolve. 

‘Utopian thinking, the capacity to imagine a future that is radically different from 
what we know to be the prevailing order of things, is a way of breaking through the 
barriers of convention into a sphere of the imagination where many things beyond 
our everyday experience becomes possible’ (Friedman 2002, 103). 
 

In this way utopian thinking inspires new ways of thinking. Of equal importance is the 

way utopian reflection also carries the critical potential to break through the ‘barriers of 

convention’ and makes us realize what we wish to change (Pinder 2005; Friedman 

2002). Friedman’s argues that utopian thinking has two moments: critique and construc-

tive vision (Friedman 2002, 104). The critical action research, forming the methodolog-

ical outset for this work, uses critique and utopias as constructive visions as methodo-

logical grips (Jungk and Müllert 1987). The importance of a ‘critical scenario thinking’ 

is highly relevant in relation to current transport challenges that seems to be ‘locked in’ 

to  path dependent ways of thinking, designing and planning (Dennis and Urry 2009). 
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Mobility studies illuminate how our way of organising and planning housing dissociat-

ed from work, leisure and other everyday activities, adds up to a serious mobility chal-

lenge (Featherstone 2004; O. B. Jensen, Sheller, and Wind 2014; Freudendal-Pedersen, 

Hannam, and Kesselring 2016). Throughout the paper utopias and visions are used to-

gether. The intention is to use the concept of utopia in methodological and theoretically 

abstract contexts and visions as more oriented towards the applied perspectives.  

 

Formula M as empirical case  

The Formula M project was a large-scale Mobility Management project running from 

2011-14, involving municipalities, transport service organisations, businesses, and 

traffic consultants. As part of the project a secretariat was established coordinating and 

gathering experiences and developing projects across, and within, the different 

municipalities. In a Danish context, the Formula M project was special due to its scale 

and duration. There are several examples of projects in Denmark that could be labeled 

as Mobility Management. In the late 1990s in particular, many initiatives primarily 

focusing on getting people to use the cycle or bus instead of the car began. Also, in 

2002, the Copenhagen bus service started a commuter office that, in association with 

companies, worked with employee-oriented measures around public transport. These 

and numerous other similar projects have mostly focused on specific forms of mobility, 

specific locations or specific organizational levels (Atterbrand et al. 2005; Bunde 1997). 

Many of these projects have been successful and instructive but also temporary and/or 

institutionally delimited. Although there exist a large number of mobility-focused 

administrative units in Denmark, the orientations across mobility forms, disciplines and 

sectors are characterized by – and in many cases hindered by – divisions and 

separations (Kjærulf 2015; Sørensen 2005). 

 

In Denmark, the Ministry of Transportation is responsible for coordinating the overall 

traffic planning and directs the overall policies in the field. The Ministry outsources 

different responsibilities to different public-private authorities, traffic service organiza-

tions and companies operating at different levels (local, municipal and regional). In 

2010 the government passed an agreement called Better mobility with principles based 

on the continuing transportation policy Green Transportation – A strategy for building 
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a fossil-free society (2009). These two political agreements aim at developing and revo-

lutionising the transport system, strengthening and improving bicycle flow, increasing 

traffic safety, developing bus transportation, reducing noise pollution and refining mo-

bility. Attempts to improve mobility focuses mainly on public transport’s technical effi-

cacy and capacity and easing congestion, for example by expanding highways and cycle 

paths. (Transportministeriet 2010a; Transportministeriet 2010b). Despite the focus on 

green transportation, Denmark still exhibits growth in car transportation. In the last 

quarter of 2015, car traffic increased by 2.9 per cent, and cycle traffic declined by 3.1 

percent compared to the last quarter of 2014. Apart from a negligible decline in 2010, 

car transportation is steadily growing (Road Directory 2016). Denmark is often por-

trayed as a cycling nation and an impressive 60 per cent of Copenhageners use the cycle 

to commute. However, despite this, more and more Copenhageners are buying cars 

(Copenhagen Municipality 2014). In 2014, 58 per cent of all trips in Denmark were 

made by car (DTU Transport 2014). Even if the Ministry of Transportation calls their 

plan Better mobility it focuses on transport as a technical matter with very little empha-

sis on the societal issues which are also an integral part of mobility choices (Banister 

2008). Denmark, despite its success in promoting cycling in Copenhagen, still, to a 

large extent, views the mobilities of people and goods as a technical issue (Freudendal-

Pedersen 2015a; Freudendal-Pedersen 2015b; Snizek, Sick Nielsen, and Skov-Petersen 

2013; Ruby 2013). 

 

The aim of the Formula M project was to create a nationally based integration between 

mobility management, urban and transport planning, and organizational management. In 

part this was sought through a broader integration of disciplines, crossing the usual 

sectorial divisions, and rethink mobilities planning cooperatively. Building on these 

ideas, the project Formula M was designed in collaboration between Roskilde 

University, the Gate21 Consultancy Company, and municipal planners from Ballerup (a 

Copenhagen suburb). In 2010, the Ministry of Transport, the Region of Copenhagen and 

Ballerup Municipality, funded the project. In order to implement mobility management 

in Danish municipalities and companies, one of the success criteria was to involve many 

different partners in order to try out different mobility management strategies. The 

entire project ended up with 26 partners from diverse places such as municipalities, 
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hospitals, and the regions, as well as transport operators. All together this meant an 

involvement in 23 sub-projects engaged at around 80 specific places of employment 

(Gate-21 2014). The work within the Formula M framework had different entry points. 

A number of sub-projects in the municipalities were simply administering the existing 

car fleet in the municipality and employee’s own work-related transport. Other projects 

focused on establishing networks between private businesses to encourage and support 

employees in changing mobilities praxis. In this way, the Formula M project reached a 

large number of people directly or indirectly involved in the project. This article focuses 

on the research done together with the responsible planners from the municipalities 

involved in the project.  

 

The Formula M project was based on an understanding of sustainability as a 

precondition, with the premise that sustainable mobilities demand adjustments, but that 

doesn’t necessarily mean we have to totally give up the mobile practices that we know 

and understand today. But at least Western societies have reached a point where we 

realise we need to think more carefully about modes and trips (Dennis and Urry 2009; 

Urry 2013; Steffen, Crutzen, and McNeill 2007; Graham-Rowe et al. 2011). In the 

contemporary field of sustainability science, the defined challenge is to implement “its 

knowledge to meet the great environment and development challenges of this century” 

(Kates 2011, 19450). These ‘challenges’ should be seen as both social and 

environmental problems created by sets of interweaving practices, which, in their 

repetitiveness and volume, create both social and environmental problems (Sheller 

2011; Egemose 2011). The social problems cover not only the social consequences of 

climate change, but perhaps, to a larger degree, a wide range of social practices tied to 

the generation of environmental problems.  

 

With the Formula M project, the goal was not to limit this type of knowledge production 

to academic disciplinary fields, but also to involve planners producing solution-oriented 

knowledge based on personal knowledge. This frames a participatory worldview 

(Reason and Bradbury 2001) by Husted and Tofteng (2006) defined as The Common 

Third. The Common Third ensues when finding common ground as a result of different 

worldviews, intermingled into a new third. With the Formula M project, this also 
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involved inviting the participants into processes of validating, or questioning, scientific 

knowledge according to their own practices. This created knowledge about how 

personal normativity and communal utopias might be the glue that holds these layers of 

knowledge production together. Also, these layers exist within an ontological gap in the 

modern set-up of institutions. In the following we will describe the methodological 

outset and discuss three important events in the Formula M project.  

 

Methodological outset for working with utopias  

The critical utopian action research has been the main inspiration for creating societal 

change based on an ontological critique of elitist planning processes in traditional 

transport planning (Freudendal-Pedersen, Hartmann-Petersen, and Nielsen 2010; 

Aagaard Nielsen and Svensson 2006; Sandercock 2011; Healey 2002).  

The orientation towards examining and creating future possibilities played a role 

in designing the project application for Formula M. Introducing mobility management 

in Denmark belongs, as previously mentioned, to a long line of attempts to broaden the 

horizon for transport planning. This encompasses utopias about how future mobilities 

could look. For many years, utopias have been excluded from social science (Harvey 

2000; Pinder 2005; Healey 2002; O. B. Jensen and Freudendal-Pedersen 2012) with 

action research as one of the only exceptions, especially critical utopian action research 

which has kept the focus on the productive forces of utopia (Bladt and Nielsen 2013; 

Tofteng and Husted 2011). In his book ‘Visions of the City’ Pinder (2005) gives an 

account of the positive and negative aspects of utopia in modern planning. But most 

importantly, Pinder stresses that utopias enable us to formulate a critique of the existing. 

This has been an important guiding principle in our work with the planners; we wanted 

them to take part in formulating their hopes for the future and, through this, attain 

knowledge on their critique of the existing. 

 

The research within the formula M project had three goals: 1) to create common ground 

(utopias) for the planners work with the demonstration projects; 2) to create spaces for 

knowledge input; and 3) to discuss meaningful ways to evaluate the completed project. 

This led to the following three events: a future creating workshop; a learning seminar; 

and an evaluation workshop. This article primarily focuses on the future creation 
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workshop, but the following two events are also discussed briefly when they have had 

impact on sustaining the work from the Future Creating workshop. The events form 

examples of how a joint learning process between science and practice can evolve. The 

events have been carried out chronologically, in which they are here presented, with 

approximately one year in between each event. Emphasis has been on dialogue and 

utopias generated between participants and researchers. The empirical material used in 

this article consists of a protocol from a future workshop, our own reflective notes, and 

15 interviews made with the participants in the process. Often when doing a future 

workshop it is a challenge to get the ‘right’ participant or stakeholders to find time to 

participate (Freudendal-Pedersen, Hartmann-Petersen, and Nielsen 2010). In the 

Formula M project this didn't pose a problem as the participants were all part of the 

project and had working hours assigned. In this way we had an ideal situation, with a 

long time frame and a stable core group of participants. The participants were 15 

planners (six men and nine women between 27 and 48) from the 10 municipalities 

participating in the Formula M project. All the planners were responsible for initiating 

and implementing demonstration projects in their municipalities. For most of the 

planners, 20-30 per cent of their working load was allocated to the Formula M project.  

 

 

The Future Creating Workshop 

One of the challenges of the Formula M project was the amount of people working on 

the same project but from different institutional settings. Therefore a two-day Future 

Creating workshop was held in the initial phase of the Formula M project (Jungk and 

Müllert 1987; Aagaard Nielsen and Svensson 2006). The aim of the workshop was two 

fold: first, to create a common utopia (direction) for the project; and second, to create a 

community with whom experiences could be shared and lessons learned. The title for 

the workshop was: ‘Formula M’s contribution to developments of sustainable mobility 

in Denmark in 2025’. The Future Workshop is run according to a specific set of rules for 

communication and uses a variety of creative, sensual, playful and imaginative tools for 

generating ideas. The workshop is divided into three phases: a phase of critique, a phase 

of utopias, and a phase of realization (Drewes Nielsen 2006). The first two phases of the 

workshop were on the first day, and the third phase on the second. This provided more 
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time for the participants to work with their realizations; developing future utopias 

within everyday life arenas is influenced by an interesting duality. Even though 

participants are invited because of their professional background, everybody brings 

individualized experiences from – in this case – everyday life mobilities, into the 

setting. Being part of a mobile society, everyone is dependent on daily mobilites. Thus 

personal values, transport routines, constraints and emotions influenced the future 

visions formulated at the workshop.  

 

Methodologically, the utopian work starts with a critique phase – one that provides a 

space for the frustrations and negativity that is an inevitable part of handling 

professional and private lives (B. S. Nielsen and Nielsen 2006). The critique phase is 

guided by specific rules, developed for future workshops in order to provide the best 

opportunity for creating a working context as equal as possible. The rules are: we are 

consequently negative; only short statements are allowed; no discussion; everything is 

relevant. All statements from the participants are written on sheets of paper hung on the 

walls to be visible throughout the phase. This resulted in 73 short statements of critique. 

The participants were each given three votes and asked to mark the critiques they found 

the most important. Below are the six critiques the participants voted as the most 

important:  

 

Mobility management is a hippie approach 

Public transport is to poor, expensive, bad, dirty, inflexible with bad service 

It interferes with personal freedom 

There is not enough political support 

There is not a full-hearted support to Mobility Management 

We don’t have a clear storyline 

 

These critiques illuminate the interplay between the personal and professional. It creates 

a transparency both in the participants’ everyday experiences but also in relation to the 

working environments they have to struggle with when implementing these projects. In 

relation to working with the Formula M project, the phase of critique showed the 

difficulties the planners experienced by working in the project. They realised they were 
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working outside the traditional transport planning agenda, where alternative approaches 

quickly become labelled as ‘hippie projects’, and this brought about the frustration that 

there was no clear storyline. Despite the frustrations, and the amount of criticism, the 

participants were equally hopeful when it came to generating utopias in the subsequent 

phase. The utopian phase proceeds in the same way as the critique phase, but with a 

different set of rules. The rules in the utopian phase are: reality is out of function; we are 

situated in a perfect world, everything is possible; only short statements are allowed; no 

discussions; everything is relevant. In this phase 79 short statements were written on the 

walls and once again the participants got three votes each to mark the utopias they 

found most important in relation to the project. The following five statements were 

voted most pertintent: 

 

In 2025, politicians dare to be at the forefront of Mobility Management initiatives 

We have new incentive structures promoting sustainable mobility 

Mobility Management is known, understood and accepted by all 

It is cool to use public transport 

Politicians and the population acknowledge the benefits 

 

The utopias showed a clear orientation towards a utopia or a storyline for the Formula 

M project. This is important when the aim is to create strong visions and powerful 

aspirations and policies for sustainable cities. In planning theory this is also known as 

‘collaborative storytelling’ and plays a key role. It also underlines how stories have a 

fundamental ‘persuasive character’ when it comes to making decisions on the future of 

cities (Flyvbjerg 1998; Throgmorton 2003; Sandercock 2003).  
 

On the second day of the workshop, the participants were asked to choose one of the 

utopias to work with throughout the realization phase. We encouraged the participants 

to choose groups by sympathy and interest. The planners quickly identified three 

utopias/story-lines as vital results for the Formula M project. Throughout the day the 

planners worked with back-casting the utopia on a timeline and, through this, create a 

storyline for the guiding utopias for the Formula M project. Interestingly enough, these 

three stories dispersed on different scales. 
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1. The traveller of 2025 is a Mobilist. Being a Mobilist encompasses an overview 

of the many transportation options in mobile life and choices between modes of 

transportation in correlation with environmental issues. The Mobilist selects 

travel modes based on other aspects of the journey, such as opportunities to 

work or engage in recreation or a social life, etc. Mobility management provides 

the Mobilist with tools to create an overview and easier access to the many 

forms of mobility available, so that better choices, from both an individual and a 

common viewpoint, can be made. 

 

2. By 2025 we have developed incentive structures for sustainable mobility. The 

physical planning and economic policy will support a number of incentives to 

promote environmentally friendly, efficient, and flexible modes of transport. 

This involves the establishment of shared platforms to organize transport in co-

operation between municipalities, businesses and public institutions. Mobility 

Management has played an important role in organizing and carrying out these 

initiatives. 

 

3. By 2025 we have a Mobility Ministry. The task of the mobility ministry is to 

coordinate between ministries so that mobilities is integrated into political 

strategies. Also the ministry supports local and regional mobility offices, 

working to promote sustainable transport solutions and to contribute to ensuring 

active Mobility Management policies in the private sector. The Ministry's role is 

to constantly expand the social infrastructure of mobility planning, while also 

ensuring that as many people as possible use the multifarious means of transport 

that cause minimum environmental impact. 

 

In many way the first utopia mirrors a large percentage of the multi-modal user living 

and working in Copenhagen. The remaining municipalities represented in the workshop 

had quite a different mode share, entailing challenges with increasing car mileage in the 

municipality. The second utopia mirrors an on-going discussion in Denmark on the way 

tax deductions make car driving favourable. The strong belief that car transport equals 
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growth and development is very visible in the present incentive structures. The third 

utopia mirrors a long line of big centralising projects initiated by the Danish 

government (ex. building big hospitals and closing down local hospitals). In these big 

projects, the transport costs (both social, environmental and economic) is not part of the 

calculation and argumentation for the priorities made. The utopias produced in the 

workshop provide a comprehensive picture of the dynamics of a mobile society often 

lacking in utopias related to mobilities in cities (Timms, Tight, and Watling 2014). 

These three utopias formed the basis and common ground for the initial implementation 

in the Formula M project. After the workshop, the planners further developed and 

elaborated the utopias into action plans in two subsequent half-day meetings. The 

workshop and the following meetings created a continuous focus on the ‘why’ and ‘for 

what’ in the Formula M project. The participants also used them as storylines to support 

their communication outside the Formula M project, and as a way to understand 

opposition. Thus in several ways the utopias influenced the development of the project; 

they structured the issues of sustainable mobility planning on three scales: the 

individual (the Mobilist); the local (incentives for sustainable mobility); and the 

national (the Mobility Ministry).  

 

In the Danish transport policy debate, the utopia of the Mobilist quickly deviated from 

the project. The Danish Protection Agency mentions the concept in their inspirational 

catalogue for initiatives promoting green business development (Danish Protection 

Agency 2014) and The Danish Cycling Federation have included the concept of the 

Mobilist in their strategies of future cycling policies. This indicates a break from the 

idea of a future, sustainable society encompassing big limitations in mobility, or even 

immobility, and provides new openings and directions to develop visions for future 

mobile everyday lives. The Mobilist also stirs up assumptions that transport is simply 

rationalist praxis that must be minimized, because time spent on mobility is 

unproductive and financially burdensome. Recent research on 'the mobile space' 

provided by daily transport shows how the mobile in-between create and produce a 

necessary space in everyday life, and it is used emotionally, recreationally, or even 

therapeutically (Freudendal-Pedersen 2009; H. L. Jensen 2012; Lyons et al. 2013; Watts 

and Urry 2008; Ross 1996). The other two utopias were important parts of the 
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development of the project but never had any real influence or dispersion into the public 

arena. From a research perspective, this is in line with current transport policies in 

Denmark as well as many mobility management initiatives where the focus is 

exclusively on individual mobility without seeking to promote collective and societal 

solutions. With a positive viewpoint, one can argue that the significance of the other 

scales for individual praxis became part of the planners’ way of thinking. With a more 

pessimistic viewpoint, though, one could argue that even if new storylines evolved, 

business is unchanged. 

 

Nevertheless the future-creating workshop framed a learning environment where 

professional and private experiences and values of the participants intermingled in a 

creative process across structural barriers. It also gave an important sense of direction, 

as mentioned here by one of the participants: 

 
“The most exciting thing about working with the utopias was also the hardest because 
before that we had no idea what we were doing. It was like throwing a lot of balls up in 
the air and then just thinking now I am catching the red one and now the green or just 
trying to catch one or the other. Then through the future workshop we ended up doing 
something that drew a line and we said now this is what we are doing. It was not just 
about tying knots on threads, we had to spin the thread first.” 

 

The workshop became a common point of reference throughout the entire Formula M 

project. It also created the very important feeling that the planners were not alone in 

this:  

 
“In the beginning I had this feeling of free-falling, it was impossible to make head or 
tail of it. I felt very alone in the beginning, but the future workshop created a kind of 
team spirit.” 

 

 

Training seminar with planners 

After the workshop, the participants expressed a need for more knowledge in the fields 

of mobilities praxis . The Future Creating Workshop gave the participants a common 

storyline, but in order to carry it through the planning systems, they expressed a need 

for more knowledge.  Sandercock shows the way people describe how urban life 

constitutes (urban) realities, and thus affects choices and actions: 
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“…stories are central to planning practice: to the knowledge it draws on from the 
social sciences and humanities; to the knowledge it produces about the city; and to 
ways of acting in the city. Planning is performed through story, in a myriad of ways” 
(Sandercock 2003, 12).  

 

Thus planners consciously and unconsciously use storytelling in the planning process, 

which is why the role and power of storytelling should be recognized to change 

perceptions and perspectives (Fischer and Forester 1993; Fischer and Gottweis 2012; 

Sandercock 2003). Also, within mobilities studies, research shows how path-

dependencies can be seriously challenged or even changed (Kesselring 2001).  

 

The planners are used to working within very limited time scales on a daily basis; they 

have politicians barking in one ear and the public in the other. In developing new 

mobilities systems and praxis, a long timehorizon is needed in order to move the focus 

from ‘how things are going to be complicated for me tomorrow’ to ‘what kind of city I 

want in the future’. Working with utopias in the Future Creating workshop meant that 

the planner came back to their municipality with a mobilities perspective that had a long 

time horizon. This needed to be fitted into a setting with a much shorter time horizon. 

The planners directly asked for a training seminar and we organised a day with three 

one-hour lectures, each followed by one-hour slots for discussion. We decided on the 

themes we believed would enable the planners to argue for their ideas. The lectures had 

the following titles and content: 

 

• Mobility Management – an overview of the different directions and approaches 

within the field 

• Transport policy and sustainable traffic planning - taken-for-granted 

knowledge and path dependencies within transport planning and the way 

specific discourses of growth, the good life, the welfare society is determining 

the way transport planning is happening in Denmark.  

• Mobilities, Praxis and Utopias – what does mobilities research mean, 

theoretical concepts of praxis in everyday life and theoretical concepts of utopias 

and how they can be used.  
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The planners asked a lot of questions during the lectures and the following hour of 

discussion after each lecture was, to a greater degree, used to discuss these issues in 

relation to the Formula M project and their other work in the municipalities. The 

evaluation after the training seminar showed a clear wish for even more abstract 

discussions and more complex theoretical issues. After the training seminar, one of the 

planners commented:  

 
“It is so rare that I get the time to sit down and learn something new. I actually think it 
should be something my boss obliged me to do, just to mess up our ‘same-way-of-
planning-as-we-always-do’ and shake us up a little bit.” 

 

The training seminar highlighted the need and significance for interdisciplinary praxes 

in planning. We provided scientific knowledge; they provided input from praxis. The 

experience was that with a common goal to change mobility praxis, both planners and 

researchers have to consider the planning process as reciprocal. As researchers, we 

cannot devise sustainable solutions detached from the knowledge of praxis (Gibbons et 

al. 1994; Nowotny, Scott, and Gibbons 2001) – and planners need inspiration from 

research if they want to break with path dependencies in traditional transport planning. 

Providing spaces and places for re-thinking and re-adjusting is a central part of 

empowering actors and institutions for the transition of urban mobilities towards 

sustainability. The following was expressed by one of the participants: 
 

“I learned a lot from discussing what utopias are, like utopias might feel unrealistic but 
that’s also what makes them motivating. For instance we have this goal in my 
municipality on being carbon dioxide neutral in 2030, that is an unrealistic utopia. But 
here I realized that it is also motivating because it gives us a clear direction, that’s 
motivating and it is all about sticking to it.” 

 

The Evaluation Workshop 

The final part of the work with the planner described in this paper is the evaluation 

seminar. In the final evaluation report to the Ministry of Transport, specific evaluation 

goals like reduced CO2 emissions were predetermined. Based on the importance of 

storytelling in the project, the planners felt that they also needed more qualitative 

evaluation tools. On a one-day Evaluation Workshop, other evaluation criteria and 

methods were developed. The main object was to avoid only having an expert-driven 
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target setting, where experts set up criteria for success, derived from demands for 

documentation rooted in politically driven indicators for legitimacy. The planners 

recognise the importance and effect of numbers from their daily work, but they also 

wanted to develop alternative evaluation methods that could disseminate the stories. 

The workshop involved three stages:  

 

The first stage was setting up a methodological dialogue. Based on presentation from 

researchers, the planners discussed how to produce knowledge and assess results. The 

discussion focused on the difference between quantitative and qualitative evaluations. 

Specific quantitative goals were written into the Formula M project description – those 

that needed to be documented. The participants discussed the importance of these 

quantitative indicators to develop a political measuring point when managing projects 

like the Formula M project. But also – importantly – they agreed that throughout the 

project important conclusions derived from issues not easy to quantify. To uncover 

learning processes and narratives around e.g. experiences, dilemmas and routines in 

everyday life, qualitative indicators were more useful. The guiding role of utopias in the 

project made it very important for the planners to also evaluate through stories. Through 

the discussion of indicators, the participant agreed that quantitative measurements – 

counting – are preferable in some matters, mainly in relation to strategic use within 

political systems. Qualitative measurements – narrating – are fruitful in others, mainly 

in relation to set new goals and to communicate new strategies to citizens.  

 

The second stage of the workshop summarized the participants’ expectations and wishes 

for evaluation. Divided into groups, the participants were asked to come up with as 

many successful criteria as they could imagine for their current work with mobility 

management, to open up the scope of the evaluation. Subsequently they were asked to 

clarify and narrow down the arguments and priorities of specific aims and goals they 

wanted in the evaluation.  

 

Finally, in the third stage of the workshop, the groups presented their outcomes and a 

common discussion about specific success criteria and potential knowledge production 

took place. Wrapping up the workshop highlighted the complexities of evaluating 
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experimental planning projects.  

 

The evaluation workshop showed that the co-learning of the Formula M project created 

challenges in relations to societal demands for legitimacy in opposition to the learning 

they found important to disseminate. The tension unfolded between two strategic 

agendas: the desire to create results emphasizing their experiences of working with this 

kind of project, in opposition to the desires to produce quantifiable indicators used to 

drive a political process. The workshop resulted in a final evaluation report where a 

large emphasis was put on the importance of creating free spaces and a common 

learning in new planning projects. This was documented by means of the planners’ story 

telling. The evaluation workshop also had important teachings when it became evident 

that the dialogue between science and society has the potential to be further developed, 

as expressed here by a participant: 

 
“I am thinking that what you did in this project was engaging us in the thinking about 
utopias and all that stuff. It became much more reflexive and giving and I was thinking 
– woah, we could have used much more of this in our work.” 

 

 

Conclusions 

The relational planning emphasizes that planning takes place in processes of relation-

ships between many actors (Healey 2007). In this article we have discusses how net-

work relationships in a planning process can be established in praxis. Within the argu-

mentative planning paradigm (Fischer and Forester 1993; Healey 1997) strong and con-

vincing visions of where cities and regions shall be heading are considered essential. 

Through the Action Research methodology the Formula M project have used the work 

with utopias to create storylines that can potentially become powerful planning instru-

ments, leading out of the inertia in urban mobility politics and beyond (O. B. Jensen and 

Richardson 2003).  

 

When making workshops where utopias are produced, one often encounters the problem 

that there is no follow up to keep the utopias alive (Timms, Tight, and Watling 2014). 

This was one of the very important differences in the Formula M project. We were 
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involved from the outset of the project and, together with the planners, we worked 

actively to help them structure and develop their own agendas, and ultimately feed new 

impulses back into the project that provided new nuances for Formula M. By placing 

the future workshop at the beginning of the project, it was possible, through the other 

events, to relive the utopian thoughts and storylines, and through this support the 

planners in their daily work.  

 

The strategic, methodological choices, inspired by action research (Drewes Nielsen 

2006; Aagaard Nielsen and Svensson 2006), helped to create these new utopias, 

implementing a mobilities view on cities and transportation. By staging the future 

workshop in the early stages of the project, the participants developed the Formula M’s 

utopias and realisations collaboratively, and were able to use them when returning to 

their everyday planning jobs. The utopias helped challenge the path-dependent 

generation of solutions in municipalities when it comes to transport issues. As Pinder 

(2005) points out, the utopias helped pin down exactly what participants wanted to 

change. This strengthened the planners’ ability to present and discuss their utopias and 

proposals for action.  

 

The three events helped to remove the participants from their everyday spaces of project 

management, political conflicts and power struggles, and established free spaces in 

which to think and discuss – which, in the day-to-day life of public planning systems, 

there is not much room or scope for. The participants often mentioned a deficiency in 

knowledge across municipalities; in this way the project also came to work as a 

knowledge network. From working together the participants gained a specific and 

nuanced language to describe and argue for project ideas and intentions. This also gave 

them a stronger voice when participating in debates on sustainable mobility and 

mobility management in Denmark, both at conferences and in political debates as 

expressed here by a participant: 

 
“We now have artillery to start communicating, I hope we will get even better. We now 
have something we can communicate so that the politicians start opening their eyes. 
We have been aware that how important it was to constantly tell the good stories 
through conferences, networks and articles.” 
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The interaction and action research-inspired methods in this project have significantly 

differed from a more traditional role, often played by universities in relational planning 

projects. The invaluable insight the planners provided us into the transport rationalities 

of municipal planning, gave us the opportunity to feed back storylines and alternative 

stories they could use in their daily work. Out of these dialogues new orientations 

emerged towards planning and mobility, based within communities of action, like those 

expressed by this participant:  

 
“After a couple of decades with individualised behaviour the discourse has become 
more oriented towards communities and you can talk about transport, environment and 
health as common issues with a common responsibility.” 
 

This represents not only strategy and action as resources within an experimental 

development project, but also shows that spaces of learning and common understanding 

are vital for new ideas to emerge, and that learning-oriented communities within 

planning can be platforms for future sustainable mobility. 

 

The length of the Formula M project was significant in relation to creating confidence, 

knowledge and strong storylines with the planners. Today, many of them have moved 

onto new planning jobs and have carried the view on sustainable mobility as a societal 

issue with them (Kjærulf 2015). Nevertheless, keeping the utopias alive constitutes a 

serious challenge when aiming to break with technocratic ways of thinking and path 

dependencies. The participants in the project often mentioned a deficiency in 

knowledge across municipalities. This lack of actors could be seen as one of the critical 

points when aiming at informing and guiding new experimental practices (Bergman and 

Jahn 2008). This is consistent with Sennett’s descriptions of late modern society, where 

there is no time to provide access to others' competences (Sennett 1998; Drewes Nielsen 

et al. 2010). The relational planning emphasizes that planning take place in processes of 

relationships between many actors (Healey 2010; Healey 1997). In the process of 

planning, sequences of network relationships are established. Theories, however, often 
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lack descriptions of how these processes are handled and which approaches and 

methods are used to facilitate the relationships and dialogues between the numerous 

actors (Sandercock 1998; Sandercock 2011). The formula M project provides a good 

example on how to actively work with and within these processes. It also shows the 

potential in both the future workshop as well as the strength of storytelling for both 

internal and external processes of planning. Through working with utopias in the future 

creating workshop, the planners got the courage to break through the ‘barriers of 

convention’ (Friedman 2002) and started questioning the taken-for-granted ideas of 

transport planning in their municipalities – and they had the network in the Formula M 

project to support them. Today the utopia of the Mobililist is the strongest one. The 

word is now widespread within the transport planning and policy environment in 

Denmark. One might argue that it fits best into the individualised responsibility for 

changing praxis that does not demand larger societal reorganisations. Nevertheless it 

provides a good example of how utopias can come to life and live on. And from the 

positive standpoint, it has legitimatised the discussion that all trips do not have to be 

conducted by car. 
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